
Session 5: Is There Fossil Evidence of Human Evolution?  
 
(1). The discovery of Homo naledi:  
 

In a September 2015 issue of National Geographic, executive editor for science, Jamie 
Shreeve, wrote the following words:  

 
“Scientists have discovered a new species of human ancestor deep in a South 
African cave, adding a baffling new branch to the family tree.”  1

 
Unfortunately, the placement of the fossils initially rendered any age-estimate uncertain.  
 
Nevertheless, the discovery was published ahead of______________________.  
 

(2). The discovery of the Taung child:  
 

For these and other reasons, the story calls to mind a similar discovery made in 1924 by 
Raymond Dart.  
 
It was immediately announced as an intermediate link between apes and_____________. 

 
But by 1973, geologists, had successfully_________________the hastily dated and 
published finding, showing that the cave within which the skull was found could be no 
more than 0.75 million years old. (see figure a)  
 
This meant that the skull could not be a missing link between apes and human beings. 
 
Instead, it would more properly belong to some previously unknown species of________. 
 
 

(fig. a) 

1 Jamie Shreeve, “This Face Changes the Human Story. But How?” National Geographic; 10 September 2015: 
National Geographic.com.  



Sadly, a new generation of scientists later reclassified Dart’s work once again as 
_______________________. 

 
(3). Evolutionary Doubt: 
 

Andrew Hill, Professor of Paleoanthropology at Yale University, has stated:  
 

“Every new fossil hominid specimen is [always] the [‘most important ever 
found’] and solves all known…problems…”  2

 
Richard Leakey, has also describing the differences between skulls of missing links and 
those of modern men in the following surprising manner:  
 

“These differences are probably no more pronounced than we see today between 
the separate geographical races of modern humans.”  3

 
Finally, Earnest Hooton of Harvard University once wrote:  
 

“[One] can with equal facility model on a Neanderthaloid skull the features of a 
chimpanzee or the ligaments of a philosopher.”  4

 
He then stated that any 3D models of missing links would have “...very little if any 
scientific value…” and would be “…likely to mislead the public.”  
 
Finally, the late D.M.S Watson admitted that he did not hold to evolution because it could 
be “…proved by logically coherent evidence to be true.”  5

 
(4). Evolutionary Hoaxes: 
 

The discovery of “Piltdown man” was made by Charles Dawson in 1915. Yet despite it’s 
early success, it later went on to became the subject of extraordinary duress, as in just 29 
years, the entire find was shown to be nothing but a_______________. 
 

2 Andrew Hill, “The Gift of Taungs,” review of Hominid Evolution, edited by D.V. Tobias, Nature 323; 18 
September 1986: 209; brackets mine. 
3 The Making of Mankind, London: Sphere Books, 1981, p. 62. 
4 Earnest Hooton; “Up From the Ape,” Macmillan; Seventh Printing edition; 1 January 1958: 332; brackets mine. 
5 D.M.S. Watson, "Adaptation", Nature, no. 124, p. 233. 



But perhaps the most noteworthy of these was the discovery of a human elbow bone 
found in 1965 in northern Kenya. Appallingly, it was described at the time, not as a 
human elbow bone, but as the “oldest fossil hominid ever found.”  
 

“The…fragment, with a date of about 4.4 million years could not be distinguished 
from homo sapiens [humans]…” (W.W. Howells)  6

 
The notion of modern humans living before their “apish ancestors” would overturn 
________________________. (see figure a) 
 
Therefore, the implications of the data would harm the intent of the research. So the find 
was reinterpreted to fit the favored theory. 
 

(5). Creation or Evolution?  
 

“So God created man in his own image…” (Gen 1:27: ESV)  
 

No fossil evidence has ever been____________________which has soundly vanquished 
the force of these solemn words.  
 

“The entire hominid collection known today would barely cover a billiard table.” 
(New Science)  7

 
Thus Constance Holden likened the task of sorting evolutionary evidence to 
“…reconstructing the plot of War and Peace with 13 randomly selected pages.”  8

 
(6). Unsolved Mysteries of Human Evolution: 
 

● Who was the________________hominid?  
● Why do we __________________ upright?  
● Why are our ___________________so big?  
● When did we first use ________________?  
● How did we get __________________ minds?  
● _________ did we outlive our relatives?  
● What genes make us _________________?  

6 Howells, “Homo Erectus in human descent: ideas and problems,” University of Toronto Press. Toronto. 1981: 
79-80; brackets mine. 
7 “Whatever Happened to Zinjanthropus?” NewScientist (26 March 1981): 802. 
8 Constance Holden, “The Politics of Paleoanthropology,” Science 213 (14 August 1981): 737. 



● Have we stopped _________________? 
 

“I myself am convinced that the theory of evolution, especially to the extent to which it 
has been applied, will be one of the greatest jokes in the history books of the future. 
Posterity will marvel that so very flimsy and dubious an hypothesis could be accepted 
with the incredible credulity it has.” (Malcolm Muggeridge)  9

 
Answer Key:  
 

● Schedule 
● Human beings 
● Debunked 
● Ape 
● Evidence for Evolution 
● Fraud 
● The Theory of Evolution 
● Uncovered 
● First 
● Walk 
● Brains 
● Tools 
● Modern 
● Why 
● Human 
● Evolving 

 

9 Deceit, p. 164, The End of Christendom (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1980, sp. 43.) 


